In the books of Daniel and The Revelation, 

Timing is Everything!

A Larger View:

The BEAST rises before Judgment convenes in Heaven (read carefully Daniel chapter 7:7-11). The BEAST, Satan’s last gasp—a revelation of the true merits of his government and tyrannical rule—cruel, heartless, terrible, crushing, enslaving, murderous....

“Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.... But the judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion, to consume and to destroy it unto the end.” Daniel 7:23, 26.

The 7 Seals (Revelation chapters 1 and 6) are not broken until the Son of Man—the Lion/Lamb, our High Priest, Jesus the Christ—enters the Judgment scene. Note the apparent interlude between the opening of Judgment in heaven, and the arrival of Christ into the Judgment Arena.

Judgment will not open, or close, without a warning from Heaven!

Rise of the DREADFUL BEAST

Heaven Warns the World that Judgment is Imminent

Revelation 14:6, 7

Revelation Chapter 4

Daniel Chapter 7:9, 10

Judgment Opens in Heaven

The Son of Men Enters

He alone is declared “worthy” to begin opening the Seals.

“Though he takes the “book” into hand, He does not immediately open the Seals.

—Revelation Chapter 5:1

He is first granted (voted); the full authority of Heaven & what appears to be His Regal Coronation!—Chapter 5:6-14

Then, and only then, does He begin opening the Seals.

—Revelation Chapter 6

6th Seal is broken sequentially

—Revelation Chapter 8

The 7th Seal stands apart

—Revelation Chapter 9:1

The Lamb Begins to Open the Seals

Revelation Chapter 6

Daniel Chapter 7:13

1260 Days

Revelation 12:6

Revelation 12:14

Heaven Warns the World that Judgment is Imminent

Revelation 12:14

3½ Times

Daniel 7:25; 12:7

42 Months

Revelation 11:2

Revelation 13:6

1260 Days

Revelation 12:6

Revelation 12:14

In both Daniel and Revelation, the BEAST is permitted to rule for 3½ years / 42 months / 1260 days.

Stay tuned...

Stay tuned....

Call us during manned office hours:

Monday to Thursday
8:30 - 5:00 CST

Friday
8:30 - noon CST